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We are living in an era where various issues and challenges arise. When we are faced with such issues we need an interdisciplinary 
team to tackle the issues. However opportunities for interdisciplinary players to come together in one place to discuss the common 
topic is rare. Thus we have created this Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference platform in 6 ASEAN countries. We have covered 6 
different topics related to the issues which we want to address at this time. Hope you can find topics of your interest and decide 
to take an action by joining the upcoming Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference to tackle the issues together with researchers and 
us, Leave a Nest Group.

Kihoko Tokue
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Created in Thailand - Pioneering a New 
Generation of Bio-Technology Ventures

Empowering Precision Farming
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Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference to
Ignite Intellectual Curiosity Across 

Disciplines for Project Creation with 
Researchers

Conference by definition is “an event, sometimes lasting a few days, at which there is a group of talks on a 
particular subject, or a meeting in which especially business matters are discussed formally” in the Cambridge 
dictionary. For most science researchers, scientific conferences are where you will share your results on research. 
Thus if you do not have any results but ideas it is highly likely that you will not be able to join the conference 
as a presenter. In this volume of Nest Garage, we will be sharing the launch of the Hyper Interdisciplinary 
Conference, a gathering of researchers’ minded people to engage in knowledge manufacturing.

Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference (HIC here after) is 
a conference started by Leave a Nest Group in 2012. 
The HIC started as Hyper Interdisciplinary Exchange 
Session in 2002, the same time as Leave a Nest started 
its business in Tokyo Japan. This was just a very natural 
flow as Leave a Nest started with 15 researchers coming 
together under the vision of Advancing Science and 
Technology for Global Happiness. When they came 
together, each of them exchanged their passion 
for research. By exchanging the ideas and passion 
from various fields, they realized that it was quite 
stimulating. In addition, it gave a chance for each to 
come up with new ideas by adding their ideas to each 
others’ ideas, and this is how the HIC started. (For the 
themes for inaugural HIC refer to the table below)

When the HIC first started in 2012, it was mainly 
the gathering of researchers from interdisciplinary 
backgrounds. This was possible because Leave a 

A Conference Where Projects are Created on Site
Nest was also running L-Grants (stands for Leave 
a Nest Grant) which is a research grant for young 
researchers. When researchers from different 
backgrounds gather, it is likely there aren’t concrete 
results at the time of gathering. Therefore, at the 
HIC, it is not mandatory to share the results at 
the conference. Yet it is mandatory to bring the 
hypothesis and potential future we can create if this 
hypothesis is tested and implemented in the future. 

By 2014, we have started to invite the startups who 
joined Leave a Nest Community through the TECH 
PLANTER platform. At this point the conference 
has evolved to the next stage. HIC not only attracted 
interdisciplinary researchers but also the startups 
from various sectors as well as corporate partners 
from a variety of industries. This resulted in not 
only an interdisciplinary conference but also “Hyper 
Interdisciplinary” Conference.

Group picture HIC SG 2019 Panel Session in HIC
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HIC which started in Tokyo Japan has now expanded within Japan and beyond Japan. Why has it expanded 
into various parts of Japan and even beyond Japan? In the current era with strong emphasis on innovation, 
sustainability and green economy for example, we are in need more than ever to build cross discipline, cross 
industry and cross border collaborations. However we all know such kinds of collaborations are quite difficult 
to start and to maintain. Moreover, the need for innovation has different root causes which has strong relation 
to local regions.

Society is changing and adjusting rapidly nowadays. In such a time of uncertainty, it is better to open up and 
explore new initiatives as there is no one right answer or successful formula. To take a step forward in such 
circumstances, one way to start is to put yourself in a knowledge shower to stimulate an out of the box way of 
thinking.  More than ever, each country has a different approach to solve the issues and challenges faced in the 
country. This is why Leave a Nest is bringing the HIC to all 6 countries in Southeast Asia starting November 
2022. These 6 countries in a sequence of HIC for 2022-2023 season are, the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, 
Vietnam, Malaysia and Singapore.  

By having HIC in each ASEAN country we would like to learn from various stakeholders about the current 
challenges and issues which are local and unique to the country from the researchers in the respective country. 
Not through the news we hear but directly from researchers, startups and corporates at the conference. Through 
this learning and exposure we can bring and add ideas so the members in the country can work together to 
bring the solution faster to the society. Having more minds adding and sharing knowledge will be a way of 
approach and researchers are best at coming up with the hypothesis.
For faster testing of various hypotheses created via HIC, we would like to call out to various professionals to 
bring in their knowledge and ideas. What is normal in your industry can be fresh ideas in others and vice versa. 
We would like to make HIC a place where various researcher minded people will gather to make a team, create 
ideas through knowledge manufacturing regardless of professions or countries.

Turn the page to find out more about the issues we are focusing on in 6 countries in this volume. Next page has 
a menu to guide you if you want to go straight to the country or topic of your interest.

Researchers x Industry x General Public Can Lead to Big Bang?

Knowledge Manufacturing Process Ignited through HIC

1st HIC themes from each country

Jan. 2019 Malaysia: 
Intersection of Culture and Technology in 
Hala Industry

Feb. 2019 Singapore:
Solving Global Urban Challenges

Dec. 2019 the Philippines:
Island Issues and its potential

Nov. 2022 - Feb. 2023 season’s theme can be found
in P6

Register here: https://global.lne.st/HIC_ASEAN_Registration



HIC November 2022 - February 2023 season, find out more about the issues which will 
be highlighted in each country and sessions by reading the articles with teaser to the 
session

HIC Website: https://hiconf.lne.st/

Registration site: https://global.lne.st/HIC_ASEAN_Registration
(will be activated by 1 Sep)

AREA

PH 5 Nov

12 Nov

19 Nov

11 Feb

18 Feb

25 Feb

Philippines in 3D:
Data Driven Deep Technology

Blue Archipelago: Revolutionise 
Indonesian Marine and
Coastal Economy

Foundation of World Central
Deep-Tech Kitchen

Advancing Quality of Life:
Bridging Human Innovation

Unlocking Frontier Agricultural 
Technology towards Food Security 
and Sustainability

Hub to Hub Connection: Singapore 
Taking its First Leap Towards
True Community

IDN

TH

VT

MY

SG

DATES PAGEHIC THEME

7 -
12 -
17 -

25 - 
31 - 
36 - 
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Philippines in 3D:
Data-Driven Deep Technology

Leave a Nest defines “deep technology” as a technology or combination of technologies that is used to 
solve different “deep issues”, a term we have created to mean issues deeply rooted into society, with 
no feasible solution yet. Throughout the years that Leave a Nest has been in the Philippines, we have 
seen startups and research teams that are very passionate to bring solutions in agriculture, healthcare, 
environment, manufacturing and other fields. However, developing deep technologies require a lot of data 
and information that needs to be stored, managed and analyzed efficiently from the point of research to 
prototyping and manufacturing, which makes it additionally challenging for the researchers and developers. 
 
Through this section, and the Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in the Philippines 2022, we will excavate 
issues in agriculture and forestry, healthcare, and manufacturing with frontliners and relevant stakeholders 
in these fields. We will then explore how we can tackle these issues together by working on information 
technology systems in the hopes of achieving Philippines in 3D: Data-Driven Deep Technology.

9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:30

11:30 - 12:30

12:30 - 13:30

13:30 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:30

15:30 - 16:30

16:30 - 17:30

Opening Ceremony

Keynote Session: Fusing the Framework of IT and Deep Technologies

Research Splash

Poster Session

Lunch Break

Cyber-focused Ecology: Mapping the Seeds through Environmental 
Analytics (tentative title)
Session Partner: Sagri Co., Ltd.

Tuning-in to Digital Health: Growing Disparity in
Prenatal Care (tentative title)
Session Partner: Melody International Ltd.

Engineering Splash (tentative)
Session Partner: AOKI SYMTECH Co., Ltd.

Awarding and Closing Remarks

TIME CONTENT05
November

2022

HIC Philippines Theme 2022:
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IT Integration to Address
Deep Issues: What if?

Since the start of the Information Age, the 
information technology (IT) industry has been 
growing and getting involved into different 
sectors. There is also an emergence of startups 
in the Philippines that provide online platforms 
for finance, entertainment and commerce, and 
they certainly made things easier and more 
convenient for a lot of people. But aside from 
these applications, what if we also try to address 
deep issues in different areas like agriculture and 
healthcare with the help of IT?

One of the industries in the Philippines that is 
laden with deep issues is agriculture. Farmers 
often have to check on their plants and soil 
manually, and the lack of information can 
result in loss in productivity and damage to the 
environment. What if we combine farmland 
information obtained from satellites, process 
them with AI and allow farmers to access and 
manage this information through an application? 
With this information, the farmers can make 
more informed agricultural decisions to prevent 
damage to their crops and the environment while 
also maximizing profit. 

The “what if”s above are actually some examples of IT-
related deep technologies developed in Japan that have 
started materializing: the agriculture database system 
developed by Sagri Co., Ltd., and the fetal monitor 
developed by Melody International Ltd. Countless 
issues and possibilities for such technologies are 
available for the Philippines, but there is a need for 
IT infrastructures, training and support in IT-related 
deep technologies in the country. Leave a Nest 
Philippines is working on advancing and materializing 
such technologies, but we most definitely cannot do 
it alone, so whether you’re a researcher, a company, a 
government institution, or even a student, join us in 
a hyper interdisciplinary collaboration to materialize 
the “what if”s with IT!

Another industry with deep issues that can be solved 
with IT is the healthcare industry. Sometimes, 
especially in the rural areas, expectant mothers are 
not able to come to the hospital for check-ups due to 
various reasons, including fear of COVID-19. Because 
of this, it is difficult to ensure the good health of the 
fetus, and in extreme cases the baby may be dead 
without anyone knowing. What if we bring a portable 
fetal monitor for the expectant mothers to use, and 
allow the results and information to be accessed 
by specialist doctors even from far away? This can 
prevent undetected complications during pregnancy, 
leading to a safe delivery.

Making Informed
Agricultural Decisions

Bringing Medical Examination 
and Consultation Closer

Materializing the “What if”s

Writer: Ronezza Delos Santos
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Seeding Modern-day Forests:
Revitalization through IT and
AI Technologies 
Being a tropical country, forests have been an integral part of the Philippine environment which plays a role 
in ecological diversity and source of raw materials in the country. However, since 2000, 7.2% of Philippine 
forest tree cover was lost, and resulting economic and environmental damages were unearthed. To offset these, 
advancements in the form of Information Technology (IT) or Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies prove to be 
handy for forest applications.

Mr. Jay Gajudo, CEO of Galansiyang Inc., shared that several issues 
in Philippine forests sprout from neglect. Technology maladaptation, 
exhibited by prevalence of hand-planting methods, has handicapped 
improvements in the Philippine forestry sector as forest-related laborers 
and volunteers find forest planting extremely laborious with minimal 
income. Aside from that, unmonitored and ineffective tree planting 
practices delude us from having enough “carbon-negative” activities. 
Considering those issues, he believes that integrating IT-based solutions 
is essential to effectively tackle it. Using these technologies ensures 
that forest-related information is genuine and that pene-automation of 
the strenuous work of tree planters is achieved. Taking Galansiyang as 
an example, they have IT in their core by using drones and high-end 
cameras in cultivating lands, propagating seedballs and monitoring the 
growth of these trees. This process not only hastens the reforestation 
process, but their team ensures that their services stay as pseudo-
“assistive technology” and that workers are not left unemployed. But 
Galansiyang won’t stop there—incorporation of IoT-related services 
using sensors is also on their pipeline to maximize advanced technologies 
for environmental monitoring in general.

As a Computer Technologist, Jay strongly recommends environment-centered researchers to include IT, AI or machine 
learning in tackling their research problems. He thinks that “cross-sectorial and multi-disciplinary collaborations” are vital 
and disengagement in IT will make you “late in the game”. To cite an example, a Japanese startup, Sagri Co., Ltd., utilizes 
satellite data and artificial intelligence among others to identify abandoned farmlands & increase agricultural yield and 
visualization accuracy for the farmers. Jay recognizes that challenges can arise in the financial aspect due to equipment/
software costs, etc., but, in the end, he is firm that empowering the people in solving environmental issues through 
these advanced technologies can effectively bring about innovation towards positive change in global pressing issues.

Digital Emergence in Digital Emergence in Traditional Tree Planting Methods 

Knowledge Pollination amongKnowledge Pollination among
Environment-centered Researchers

Writer: Bryan Angelo Foronda

The original drone and image recognition prototype built by Galansiyang 
Inc.’s founders during an evaluation test. This largely served as the basis 
for Galansiyang Inc.’s technology and current service.

Galansiyang Inc. team works in different sites in the Philippines 
as a testbed for their technology. Their drones are wirelessly 
programmed & controlled by the team using a telemetry 
transceiver connected to their laptops.

This is an exclusive look into their forest monitoring digital 
service and application called LANTAWA, which integrates 
Drone LiDAR, GIS Data integration and RGB aerial mapping 
among others. They are currently developing it for future 
release.

Tech-Transfer Bites
Galansiyang Inc. is a forestry-support startup that uses drones & other IT 
technologies to rehabilitate deforested lands. When asked how they progressed 
from a college research project  into a startup company, Jay cited that help 
from established technology incubators (like iDEYA) for taxation and network-
building was key to them. Also, forming partnerships with universities, private 
(like Leave a Nest) and government entities for financial and branding purposes 
were instrumental. Aside from integrating IT in research projects, researchers 
who want to achieve technology transfer must consider all these possible 
pipelines for growth and success.
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Solving Philippine Healthcare Issues 
towards Data Centralization

Writer: Ludhovik Luiz Madrid

Novelyn Malaluan
Health Program Officer II
Center for Regional 
Epidemiology and
Technology EnhancementDisease surveillance orientation to selected staffs of Occidental Mindoro 

Provincial Hospital

The Philippine healthcare system is marred by numerous issues, and one issue is the data handling of notifiable diseases 
in the provinces. Novelyn Malaluan, a student of Master of International Health at University of the Philippines Open 
University and Health Program Officer at the Department of Health (DOH), wants to determine the factors of reporting 
notifiable diseases by healthcare workers in Occidental Mindoro.

Novelyn emphasized that the problems of the 
Philippine healthcare system can be attributed to 
social determinants of health resulting to health 
inequities. Not everyone has access to healthcare 
services, insurance, and essential medicines, and 
the workforce is unequally distributed. In terms 
of disease surveillance, some Disease Reporting 
Units cannot send data on time due to lack of 
internet access, geographic isolation, and paper-
based reporting. She believes that good governance 
could help improve reporting of notifiable diseases. 
 
Currently, the management of Philippine Integrated 
Disease Surveillance and Response data is 
decentralized. Offline data coming from barangays, 
hospitals, ports, airports, laboratories and Rural 
Health units are being consolidated in each level 
before being submitted to the next higher levels until 
they reach the Epidemiology Bureau of the DOH. 
Recommendations or feedback by the DOH and DOH 
counterparts are then delivered to the next lower 
levels.

Researchers should start with a feasible scope such 
as local issues. “The objective of my research is to assess 
knowledge, attitudes, and practices of healthcare workers among 
vulnerable communities in Occidental Mindoro,” she said. She 
will determine the factors in reporting notifiable diseases 
in Occidental Mindoro by conducting a survey among 
healthcare workers in rural health units and government 
hospitals in the said province. They must be directly 
involved in patient care or have access to laboratory and 
radiological results so they could be part of the study. 
 
She plans to continue her research by comparing disease 
notifications after the complete devolution of healthcare 
services to local government units by 2024.  “By comparing, 
we will know if the policy improved disease notifications in our 
province,” she said. However, her research is still under 
the country’s decentralized handling of healthcare data.

Centralization will make data submission and gathering 
faster, and to achieve this, local issues such as access 
to basic information and technology needs (e.g. 

electricity, medical equipment, 
communication devices) and 
challenges of disease reporting 
must be addressed first across the 
country. Solving medical issues is 
not just for doctors and scientists, 
and this kind of research, with its 
origins in Occidental Mindoro, 
will be a big step forward in 
solving the health inequities 
nationwide.

Inequality and Decentralized 
Data in Philippine Healthcare 
System

Uncovering the Factors of
Notifiable Disease Reporting

Centralization of Healthcare Data
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Prototyping the Future: 
What do Philippine Manufacturers Need?
Writer: Leonid Zairion Dimaano

“If only we had better tools, better machines, we can achieve so much more!” 
exclaims Engr. Louie Villalon of Dali Innovative Solutions Inc., an up 
and coming renewable energy startup. 

The Philippine manufacturing industry is in steady positive growth, 
providing stable employment and paving an avenue for future 
investments, if the latest bulletins from the government are to be 
believed. But statements like Louie’s highlights a disconnect between 
what is being achieved now and what is  needed, especially by the 
people who actually have the grease in their hands.

While digitalization is now the standard, the industry has deep-rooted problems 
that have to be addressed first. Creating deep tech requires many highly specialized 
parts, requiring innovation that is lacking in the local manufacturing ecosystem. 
“The local manufacturing scene has stayed in Industry 2.0 way behind the 4.0 target.” shares 
a local fabricator, Engr. Japhet Limon of Ford Metal Enterprises. Ford Metal, which 
specializes in the manufacture of gears, has been open to supporting deep tech 
startups such as Louie’s but Japhet admits there are challenges. Louie and Japhet 
lament the current environment that does little to foster cooperation between 
workshops which is hurting innovation. Both Louie and Japhet can only wish for 
a place, a hub, a center, a garage, where specialized manufacturers can be bridged to 
help create new businesses and advance technological development that benefits 
everyone.

An Industry Unsupported

Catching up on Innovation

A skilled worker in Ford Metal 
Enterprises’ Workshop. Local 
manufacturers around the 
Philippines are still heavily 
reliant on manual labor, stuck 
with technology that has since 
been replaced by just a click of 
a button.

Dali Innovative Solutions’ VORTEx (scale model can be seen here) can 
soon be powering coastal communities all around the country if only 
they could get more support in prototyping their invention.

Ford Metal Enterprises’ Workshop, located in 
Iba Rd, Meycauayan, Bulacan, is a go-to for 
local innovators who want customized solutions. 
But imagine if we can connect more specialized 
manufacturers like them to create a one stop 
shop where deep technology will not only be 
manufactured but incubated.

Building The Prototype

Leave a Nest has created a working prototype for a manufacturing 
ecosystem: the Center of Garage. In partnership with Aoki 
Symtech, a Japanese fabrication company, Leave a Nest is 
laying the foundations of a similar collaborative workspace for 
manufacturers and innovators in the Philippines. To learn more, 
visit https://co-g.work/en/

Asked for final words to 
their respective interviews, 
Louie and Japhet echo the 
same challenge: If you have 
the tools to help, wouldn’t 
you want to use it to do so?

Louie and his partners from Dali Innovative Solutions Inc. are behind VORTEx or Versatile Off-shore Recyclable Turbine 
for Exergy. It is a wind turbine that aims to power off-grid coastal communities in the Philippines. Recently, they 
received a big order of VORTEx for pilot testing from an interested investor. To fulfill the request, they tried approaching 
a government institution who has the most high-tech 3D-Printer that can help them make their prototypes. However, the 
price quote that they got to use those publicly owned machines was 10x more expensive than if they self-fabricated. This 
- the lack of access to high tech equipment from the government - is but one of the problems that local manufacturers 
and innovators face.
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Indonesia is the largest archipelago in the world consisting of five major islands, including Sumatra, Java, 
Sulawesi, and parts of Borneo and New Guinea, and 30 smaller groups. With the current population of over 279 
million people, their fish consumption reaches 46.49 kg per year per capita, making them one of the top ten 
fish-dependent nations in the world. Traditional and small-time fishermen are the majority and backbone of this 
industry. However, their position is vulnerable due to the lack of technological support and the loss of control 
over marine areas. This situation is worsened following unsustainable governance of marine resources which 
consequently cost the environment and affect the small fishing communities lives and livelihood. For the first 
time in the year 2022, we bring the Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference to Indonesia this coming November to 
connect various players and dig into possible solutions that can sustainably revive the ocean economy.   

10:00 - 10:15

10:15 - 11:15

11:15 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:00

13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:00

16:00 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:30

Opening Ceremony

Keynote Session: Enabling Sustainable Coastal Economy to Improve 
Indonesian Livelihood

Research Splash

Poster Session

Lunch Break

Preservation of Life Below Water for Sustainable Fisheries

Upstream to downstream: A Supply Chain Disruption

Modernizing Coastal Transportation to Boost Fishery-based
Ecotourism

Award and Closing Ceremony

TIME CONTENT

Blue Archipelago: Revolutionise 
Indonesian Marine and Coastal Economy

HIC Indonesia Theme 2022:
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Over the last decade, the capture fisheries landings have stagnated, resulting in increasing fish prices and decreasing 
fish consumption. In response, the Indonesian government has set ambitious targets to grow the aquaculture sector 
up to 2030 to cater the fish supply and demand. Still, it comes at a cost for the environment from reaching 
the production targets using current farming practices. This article is a review about the transformation in the 
aquaculture sector in Indonesia and how it leads to  sustainable aquaculture.   

In 2019, approximately 15.13 million metric tons of the 
production volume of aquaculture was generated in 
Indonesia. This sector has catered to more than 6 million 
people directly and indirectly. Aquaculture development is 
deemed important as it   contributes to food and nutrition 
security, employment, and national economic growth. Yet, 
the main challenge is to change the current farming landscape 
and perceptions throughout value chains. Taken together, a 
vast majority of Indonesia’s farmers are smallholders with 
limited access to the resources needed to implement the 
transformation. In addition, there is also a conflicting issue 
to seek local legitimacy that prevents the emergence of 
strong policies. 

Through an effective implementation of the 
aquaculture transformation planning, Indonesia 
is ready to improve the management of marine 
and coastal assets. Furthermore, better systems 
for data collection and monitoring ensure detailed 
and timely information to manage fisheries, 
ecosystems, and human impacts. For instance, the 
National Research and Innovation Agency (BRIN) 
has carried out conservation and rehabilitation of 
mangroves on Pari Island. In the near future, BRIN 
will implement the One Data Indonesia program 
to provide input to ministries, agencies and the 
private sector for various research purposes, which 
is something that Indonesians are looking forward 
to. 

The effects of a transformation will not be reflected 
overnight to reach sustainable aquaculture in 
Indonesia. It needs effective implementation, 
time and support from all parties including the 
government agencies, non-government actors 
and locals. With strong value to fully realize the 
potential of the ocean, there is no doubt that 
Indonesian aquaculture will be pivotal to satisfy 
seafood needs of ASEAN and beyond.

Despite all the challenges, the Indonesian Ministry of Marine 
Affairs and Fisheries is optimistic to approach a strategy for 
aquaculture industrialization that meets environment and 
socio-economic sustainability. This includes innovation and 
modernization in production technology and supply chain 
management, upstream and downstream integration and 
cross-sectoral synergy. The effort to promote sustainable 
aquaculture is positively aligned with the Blue Economy 
Development Framework for Indonesia’s Economic 

Transforming Indonesian Aquaculture:
A Sustainability Approach towards

Ocean Prosperity 

Understanding Challenges to 
Implement the Change in
Aquaculture Sector

Aiming Blue Economy Development 
through Aquaculture
Transformation Strategy

Government Agency Function
to Enhance Coastal 
Management

Transformation, where it seeks to improve the 
governance of marine and coastal ecosystems, 
promote livelihoods and thrive for equal economic 
opportunities.

Writer: Aisyah Abdul Hamid
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Indonesia’s fisheries sector exports USD 4.1 billion 
annually. Despite the enormous gains in this industry, 
Indonesian fishermen have a relatively low standard 
of living. In this article, we interviewed Mrs Utari 
Octavianty, Co-founder and Chief Sustainability Officer 
of Aruna Indonesia, to learn about the issues encountered 
by fishermen and how Aruna helped to overcome them.

Aruna Indonesia stories started in 2015 when Mrs Utari and 
two of her friends attempted to solve the issue faced by the 
fishers. They graduated from Telkom University Indonesia 
and built an online platform as a solution to bridge between 
fishers and customers. They also opened the first processing 
plant and Aruna Hub1 in Kalimantan, Indonesia, a village 
where her family lives, as a proof of concept place. The 
integrated data they have in their platform has made the 
supply chain more efficient and sustainable for the fishers. 
In addition, it helps the fishers to focus on catching fish with 
a high yield and margins as per request by the customer. 
Through this, fishers have been able to work more efficiently 
and effectively. Aruna also provided a trained and certified 
quality control team called Local Heroes2. These local heroes 
were young people with backgrounds in fisheries; some 
were the fisher’s children. To increase the fisher’s family 
income, Aruna also hired the fisher’s wife, who is not 
working, to do the seafood process before sending it to the 
customer. Hence, it helps to empower the women so that 
they can contribute as well to the family.

One of the reasons why Aruna created a solution 
for the fishers is because Mrs Utari herself came 
from a fisher’s family. As a fisher’s daughter, she 
understands the struggles faced by fishers in the 
coastal communities. Fishers are one of the low-
paying vocations in Indonesia despite the industry’s 
potential. Several factors that affected the fishers 
income have been identified, such as the fishers are 
not market-savvy. They focus primarily on catching 
fish without knowing the type of fish the market 
needs. Another factor is the supply chain. Since 
fishers are upstream, the product must flow through 
the mid-chain players. This reduces fishers profits. 
Even at a high market price, fishers make a meagre 
profit. Fishers also lack knowledge in selecting high-
quality fish according to the customer’s needs. Based 
on all these challenges, she thinks Aruna can bring 
new hope to the fishers society with the knowledge 
they learn in the university, especially about the 
Internet of Things (IoT) and big data.

Today, Aruna has 36,000 fishers in their community 
and 150 Aruna Hubs across Indonesia. Their 
markets include Indonesia, Southeast Asia, America 
and China. They continue to expand their fishers 
community and generate diverse seafood for new 
markets such as Europe. As a daughter of fishers, 
she hopes they have been able to make Indonesia’s 
fisheries industry strong by helping to improve the 
lives of people in the coastal village. She dreams in 
the future that the fishers are not only catching fish 
but will also become an investor in this industry. We 
will continue to discuss the improvement of people 
in our coastal village through modernisation at our 
Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Indonesia 
this November.

Revamp the Supply Chain
in the Fishery Industries

Empowering the Community 
Through Technology

The Struggle of the
Fishermen Communities

Bringing Prosperous Life to 
The Fishermen Community

Utari Octavianty, Co-founder and 
Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO) 
of Aruna

Aruna Indonesia empowering fishers through their platform and services.

Writer: Zaim Hussin

Footnotes:
1Aruna Hubs: The hub where Aruna empowers the coastal community 
through several activities, from seafood transactions, warehouses, to 
community gatherings.
2Local Heroes: Aruna representatives in all Aruna Hubs across 
Indonesia who run various programs for coastal communities and 
introduce them to technology that evolves.
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Ocean Waste: Shifting the Paradigm

The marine ecosystem is highly exposed to contamination and has been 
treated as a disposal location for domestic and industrial waste from 
inland activities. This article interviewed Ida Bagus Mandhara Brasika from 
Universitas Udayana to gain insight into the marine contamination situation 
in Indonesia. 

Mandhara began by explaining the accusation of Indonesia as the second 
most ocean waste contributor. The Indonesian archipelago’s geography 
is the main factor. These long coastlines are fully exposed to the ocean, 
followed by rain activities (tropical climate) which lead to high waste 
leaching into the ocean. According to Mandhara, the waste production 
in Bali alone is estimated around 4200 tons daily. 52% of the waste leaks 
into the environment, in which 15% - 20% leach into waterways including 
ocean. Mandhara described the degradation of waste plastic that generates 
microplastic is harmful as his research group had identified the accumulation 
of microplastic in marine organisms. The most notable example is manta 
ray in which this filter feeder could not distinguish between microplastic 
and microalgae. Despite the marine ecosystem, the threat has a significant 
impact on the economy as well. The fisheries industry will have detrimental 
effects in years to come as fish populations will be reduced. Mandhara emphasises the important 

point in addressing any issues is to 
identify root problems and strategize 
a plan which requires big data as he 
believes data is next generation currency. 
In this context, the  contaminant sources 
could be identified from big data and 
proper waste management and policy 
could be developed based on these data.
Hereafter, preventative measures that 
account for all parties are imperative in 
effectively managing inland waste from 
leaching to ocean bodies and together, 
we save our ocean. 

Indonesia’s central government is preventing single use plastic. In Bali, the 
ban on plastic usage under regulation of Pergub No.97 including plastic bags, 
polystyrene (styrofoam) and straw are being employed. Mandhara shared 
that the public has a good response on the regulation as Bali people have a 
high appreciation of environmental culture. The private sector (corporate, 
NGO, start-up etc.) plays their roles as well by focusing on preventing marine 
contamination and also addressing the flaws in the waste management 
chain. Approximate 30 organisations in Bali that work on environmental 
issues including cleaning beaches programs. Several initiatives have been 
carried out by utilising technology including IoT. Among them is Griya 

Alarming Situation of Marine Contamination 
in Indonesia

Combating Global Issue 
from Our Backyard

An Insight on Current Waste Management 
Program & Adoption of Emerging Technology

Ocean activities by Mandhara’s group

Ida Bagus Mandhara Brasika from Universitas Udayana

Griya luhu, largest waste bank in Indonesia

luhu, the largest waste bank in Indonesia 
which was founded by Mandhara back in 
2017. Griya luhu operates by centralising 
the waste management chain via 
digitalisation through smartphone 
applications. Since the government 
focuses on urban areas, Griya luhu helps 
educate rural people to centralise waste 
disposal and prevent dumping it into the 
ocean. He shared that other technologies 
including Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicle (AUV) and ROS (Robot Operating 
System) could help to monitor and collect 
ocean waste, but are not practical from a 
cost and implementation perspective.

Writer: Dr. Arief I. Zamani
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MANTA: Bringing
New Life for
Small Fisherman
& the Ocean

In Indonesia, there are more than 500,000 fishermen 
with more than 90% of them being small-time 
fishermen. Unfortunately, some issues arise around the 
industry including the sustainability of the industry. In 
this article, we interviewed Ms. Nadea Nabilla, the CEO 
of Azura Indonesia to share about their aspiration in 
transforming the life of small fishermen in Indonesia 
and creating a sustainable fishing industry for the world.

“I was born in the city and didn’t go to the beach alot. But 
there was a time where I did some volunteer work, I was 
in tears seeing trash everywhere along the shoreline,”said 
Nadea.  Besides that, she also really cares about the 
fishermen’s lives who are struggling to make a living from 
fishing activities because she understands and  appreciates 
the fishermen’s hard work to bring the fish to the people. 
This triggers her to work on a solution to protect the ocean 
that she loves and the coastal communities that she cares 
for. Hence, this led to the birth of Manta, an electrical engine 
that aims to replace conventional propulsion engines for a 
more sustainable sailing and reduce the cost of fishing. “I 
feel I got the blessing from manta rays that passed above me 
when I was diving to do this”, added Nadea.

To go fishing is not cheap. Most fishermen are using 
traditional fishing boats powered by fuel-based engines 
which is a big problem as they need to use half of their daily 
incomes just for the fuels and some other half for necessary 
maintenance. So, there is not much left for the fishermen 
to use for their living. “It’s kind of sad seeing coastal 
communities living in poverty even though Indonesia is an 
archipelago country”, said Nadea. With Manta, fishermen 
can reduce their costs of fuels up to 60% as the engine 
is powered by a rechargeable Li-Ion battery pack which 
is much cheaper than fuels. Besides that, Azura Indonesia 
also set up a solar-powered plant which can be used by 
fishermen to charge their batteries. This will revolutionise 
the fishing industries and improve the life of fishermen.

Right now, there are only thirteen products that were 
created and currently tested by the fishermen. Covid-19 
also gives a big impact on their production activities. They 
cannot get enough components to build more engines. 
But through the period, they were able to obtain useful 
feedback from the fishermen and industry. That’s why 
they are in process to improve their products so they can 
better serve the fisherman’s needs. They required more 
partners that could support them in the development of 
Manta in terms of funding and technology know-how. 
They are very keen to bring their products to every 
fisherman in the country and beyond. 

For Nadea, she cares about the environment and the 
people. “I believe that Manta is giving a direct impact to 
the environment, society and economy. By shifting from 
conventional engines to Manta, it prevents the pollution 
to the sea, reduces the cost and  gives more money for 
the fisherman to use for their lives” concluded Nadea. 

One Fisherman, One Manta Vision

From City Girl to Ocean Enthusiast

Transforming the Traditional Way 
of Fishing

Nadea Nabilla, Founder & CEO of Azura Indonesia

Fishermen using Manta Engine for their boat.

Writer: Hakim Sahidi
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10:00 - 10:15

10:15 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:00

13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:00

16:00 - 17:00

17:00 - 18:00

Opening Ceremony

Research Splash

Poster Session

Lunch Break

Keynote Session: Not Just Farm to Table, Add Lab Bench

Session 2: Alternative Protein Ignite Alternative Community

Session 3: IoT Pigs Ready to Improve QoL

Session 4: No More Import-Tech: Say Yes! to Made in Thai Biotech

Closing Remarks

TIME CONTENT

The theme for 2022 HIC in Thailand came about with the idea that Thailand has been supplying overseas with 
various agricultural and farm products feeding the world. With the wave of alternative proteins, cell cultured 
meat coming their way, the primary production industry should also consider how to cater for the society 
without disrupting the traditional industry while also making the smooth adjustment to the new industry. We 
also would like to explore the potential of combining and bringing together R&D and industry closer.
Through this section, and the Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Thailand 2022, we will excavate issues 
in agriculture, food security, swine industry and potential of bio technology from Thailand with researchers, 
frontliners and relevant stakeholders in these fields. We will then explore how we can tackle these issues 
together by creating the project.

Foundation of World Central
Deep-Tech Kitchen

HIC Thailand Theme 2022:
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“I always had the dream to improve the people’s lives in 
Thailand, upon learning about how the livestock industry 
has serious drawbacks -  products containing hormones 
and antibiotic residues, I would like to create milk 
without cows and was safe to drink”. commented Mr. 
Chanapol. The development of Thailand into a food tech 
hub is a combination of efforts from various stakeholders 
involved in the food tech ecosystem; the government, 
policymakers and private sector. For example, Thailand’s 
Board of Investment (BOI) is strongly promoting Agri-
Food technology by offering tax incentives throughout 
the supply chain within the agri-food business. 

Thailand has the winning combination of great natural 
resources, all year round growing season, and a highly 
skilled labour force, Thailand has been known as ‘the 
kitchen of the world’. Also the 4th largest exporter of 
agricultural products in Southeast Asia - one of the largest 
exports is milk dairy products. 

Muu (CVD Corp Co. Ltd.) a food tech startup based in 
Thailand who focuses on lab-grown milk aims to reinvent 
the way milk is produced. We interviewed  Mr Chanapol 
Tantakosol, CEO of Muu. 

We need to continuously look for the best possible ways 
to feed the growing population. By creating a case here 
in Thailand will allow surrounding regions to adapt and 
develop it in a way suitable for their country. Thailand 
is definitely determined to tackle both foreseeable and 
unforeseeable issues and become the world’s kitchen. 
Mr Chanapol mentioned: “alternative foods will be one 
of, if not the, most significant components of Thailand’s 
future roadmap.” At the same time,  we probably need to 
think about how to build the food culture surrounding 
new food source so it will be accepted as a choice to 
complement the lifestyle.

Thailand has been welcoming food tech startups within 
and from overseas to build a new ecosystem. Space-F has 
been formed via cooperation of corporate, government 
and higher education institutes. Focus area includes, 
health & wellness, smart manufacturing, packaging 
solutions, biomaterials & chemicals and more. This type 
of innovation needs interdisciplinary exchange of ideas 
and forming of teams. Muu produces milk by applying 
Science knowledge. Thailand’s food industry has been 
incorporating new innovations and to meet the ever 
changing demands of the global market and as the list 
of innovations goes on, Thailand is definitely capable of 
feeding the world! 

To learn more about how various players from the 
food tech industry in Thailand will enable the growth 
of the world’s kitchen, do not hesitate to register for 
the upcoming Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in 
Thailand happening on 19th November 2022.  

How the World’s Central Kitchen 
is Growing with Emergence of 
Food Tech Startups

The Contributions of Ecosystem 
Partners is Crucial for the Growth 
of Thailand as the World’s Kitchen 

Adding Variety in the Food Source 
for the Roadmap of Thailand

Fusion of Science, Technology 
with Culinary Art Will Spice Up 
the Food Culture 

Writer: Dr. Mango Loo

Founder and CEO of Muu, Mr Chanapol Tantakosol
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Rising Need for Alternative Protein for 
Thailand, Fad or Future?

With more funding and focus flooding into the alternative protein industry in Thailand—a country renowned for its agricultural 
industry and exports—one has to ask, exactly how big of a priority should this be for Thailand?  To answer that question, we 
spoke to Dr. Wasamon Nutakul, a SciTech Specialist at the Good Food Institute Asia Pacific (GFI APAC) who specialises in plant 
protein food science and resolving the technical gaps of scaling up plant-based meats. 

The alternative protein industry is definitely here to stay, with many Thai 
alternative protein products already commercially available globally, and more 
on the way. These are also early days in the field. Dr Wasamon believes that “the 
global surge in protein demand shows no sign of slowing down, but with more 
innovations and partnerships, the alternative protein sector’s share of that market 
can continue to rise.” Thailand is well-positioned to benefit as a major player in 
this booming space, so long as the country continues to lead the way on achieving 
the technological breakthroughs that are necessary to help alternative proteins 
reach their full potential. 

Thai consumers are quite adventurous eaters, but the low 
price of conventional meat continues to present a challenge 
for the widespread adoption of alternative protein. Given 
that hurdle, why would big meat companies in Thailand 
like Thai Union and Betagro still invest in developing 
alternative meat products? Dr. Wasamon believes that 
this is due in large part to Thailand’s status as the world’s 
agricultural exporter. As global food consumption patterns 
shift towards increased consumption of more efficient, 
secure, and sustainable protein sources, like those made 
from plants, Thailand has to align itself with the trends in 
order to retain its status as the world’s kitchen. This also 
means that Thailand has to continue investing in cutting-
edge technological research for alternative proteins to 
ensure that it can export high-quality products that meet 
consumer expectations around the world. 

Will alternative protein ever overtake conventional 
meat as the primary choice of consumers? Dr. Wasamon 
explains that with an increasing trend in conventional 
meat consumption both globally and locally in Thailand, 
“it is highly unlikely that the meat industry will collapse. 
Rather, it should be seen as parallel growth,” and expressed 
hope for a shift in the percentage of consumers opting for 
alternative proteins, either in addition to, or in replacement 
of, conventional meat.  

Continuing to cultivate a better alternative protein sector 
will require synergistic growth from all food industry 
stakeholders, says Dr. Wasamon. “Innovation from startups, 
combined with a well-established supply chain of food 
conglomerates and large-scale production capacity will be 
key to making alternative proteins more accessible to a 
wider group of consumers. Therefore, forging the right 
partnerships will be essential in driving and sustaining 
market growth.”

Increased investment from public and private sector 
stakeholders in alternative protein research has already 
started to accelerate the field and opened up new categories 
for exploration. Currently, GFI APAC is focused on three 
main pillars of alternative protein: those made from plants, 
cultivated directly from animal cells, and produced through 
fermentation. Dr Wasamon explains that “plant-based meat is 
the pillar that has the most visibility currently. This is because 
consumers have familiarity with plant-based protein sources 
and the category does not have a high regulatory barrier as 
compared to cultivated meat. Additionally, plant-based meat 
production costs are much lower than for cultivated meat at 
the moment, resulting in a more competitive product price.” 
But as fermentation-enabled and cultivated proteins scale up, 
Dr. Wasamon believes we will see increased synergy between 
the three pillars to create better-tasting “hybrid” alternative 
protein products that can completely replicate—or even 
surpass—the conventional meat experience.

Importance of the Industry to 
Thailand; Bringing Stakeholders 
for Growth

Where the Future Lies

Writer: Ryan Chui

Dr. Wasamon is GFI APAC’s SciTech 
Specialist, focusing on plant-based 
protein. She has more than five 
years of experience working at 
multinational food companies, 
through which she gained 
expertise in food proteins and 
their applications. Before joining 
GFI APAC, she spent two years 
working in academia and industry 
developing new talents for the food 
industry in Thailand. Wasamon 
holds a Ph.D. in Food Science 
from University of Massachusetts 
Amherst and a BSc. in Biochemistry 
from Chulalongkorn University, 
Thailand.
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 Empowering Precision Farming
in Thailand

According to a recent report by the United Nations, by 2050, the world population is predicted to be a staggering 9.7 
billion. The techniques employed to grow, process, store and transport food needs to be modernised and made more 
efficient to cater to the needs of a growing population. In general, meat and grains provide the bulk of the nutritional 
requirements. For e.g., in 2020, pork consumption in Thailand amounted to almost ten kilograms per capita. In 
order to meet supply and demand of growing population, traditional industries need to be modernised and new 
technologies implemented. For e.g., one such company based out of Japan is “Eco-Pork”, which provides pig farming 
management solutions aimed at solving the protein crisis. The company offers a mobile pig farming management 
system that provides data analysis for breeding and feeding, thereby helping farmers with optimal pig farming. 

Implementation of technology to traditional smallholder farms is more 
challenging, due to various reasons such as cost and return on investments.  
Mr. Matas Danielevicius, CEO and co-founder of Gaorai said, “in general, 
the yield and the profits of farmers are very small, they do not have 
sufficient money to modernise. The adoption rates are pretty low”. The 
other factor contributing to low tech penetration is related to the risk 
involved in trying a new technology that may lack convincing or proper 
validation. “If the tech fails, they might not have enough money to buy 
seeds for the next growing season”, commented Mr. Matas.

Many times the needs of these small holder farmers can be quite simple. 
For e.g., most require services that involve crop protection or spraying. 
However, due to high costs involved in spraying by planes or technically 
challenging terrain and farm sizes, many are still using backpack sprays. 
This problem can be easily solved by the implementation of drones for 
spraying, and is currently being addressed by Gaorai.

Gaorai, is an agri-drone platform guiding a sustainable 
and efficient application of crop protection products. And 
its system connects farmers to freelance drone pilots who 
provide trustworthy services. Gaorai operates its own fleet 
of agri-drones, catering to large scale demands with data 
solutions. Automated farm solutions from Eco-pork and 
Gaorai, will not only improve the QOL of the farmers in 
Thailand, it also increases income, yield and livelihood.
To learn more innovative ideas on how to empower 
Thailand agriculture, do not forget to register for the Hyper 
Interdisciplinary Conference in Thailand happening on the 
19th November 2022. 

High Costs Remain a Barrier to 
Implementing Tech Solutions in Thailand

Empowering Farmers in Thailand 
via Digital Agriculture Will Improve 
the Quality of Life of Thai Farmers

Mr. Matas Danielevicius, CEO, Gaorai

Smart Drone with App, Gaorai

Reference:
United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, news 2019

Writer: Sivakumar Thamizvanan
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Created in Thailand - Pioneering a New 
Generation of Bio-Technology Ventures

While the majority of individual components are made-in-Thailand, these manufactured parts are assembled and become 
branded under international brands, eventually losing their identity as made-in-Thailand. To mitigate this and promote 
products that are created-in-Thailand, a group of visionaries have taken the first step. We spoke with Nabsolute’s CEO, 
Ms Puttimon Sribonfha to understand more about the current bottlenecks preventing Thailand from building their own 
world class brands. 

“Going from zero to one is never straightforward for biotech 
companies, but these challenges are what we accept and are 
ready to go through to prove our technology,” CEO Puttimon 
shared with us Nabsolute’s hurdles and determination. As with 
other biotechnology companies, Nabsolute faces an uphill battle 
regarding regulations. To ensure that the technology is safe, 
Nabsolute is going through a thorough testing and registration 

CEO Puttimon shared her difficulties when trying to promote functional drinks to a local company; the local company 
had established their R&D facilities in Singapore instead. Furthermore, Thailand is currently 50th out of 100 countries 
surveyed by Global Startup Ecosystem 2021 for provision of support, with an expected total funding of USD 9.3 billion 
by 2026. Funding has always been a pressing issue for biotech start-ups due to the high CAPEX. Start-ups are forced to 
turn to governmental grants whose aims are typically research in nature, going against the aims of startups, i.e., having a 
marketable product. Nabsolute used various ways to survive, from lab testing and providing services during the pandemic 
to generate cash flow. CEO Puttimon mentions that more can be done. “Network of international corporates and (Thai) 
startups and establishing this network to connect with global companies will be very helpful”. While there are upcoming 
beneficial startup spaces such as InnoSpace, CEO Puttimon feels that “bridging research and corporations, one of Leave 
a Nest’s missions, is essential to allow translation of research into startups and finally into commercialization”. This 
process has eventually allowed Nabsolute’s production of their own unique and created-in-Thailand product, Hy-N. She 
mentions that for Thailand to build its foundation, it is crucial to align all stakeholders in the future of Thai biotech. 

When this article is published, two months should have passed since the announcement by the Thai government to build 
a USD 37 Billion smart city; a step in the right direction towards creating a thriving ecosystem for startups. At Leave 

Our patented technology improves efficacy and stability of 
cosmetics, food and pharmaceutical products. We want to create 
not only product that are better, but also improve other products. 
From a soothing cream that can reduce steroid usage and side 
effects, to cancer treatment that’s not only save patient’s life, but 
also improve their quality of life. Heal Better, Live Happier.

Building on Each Other’s Knowledge
to Pave the Way

Alignment of Interest; Crucial for Thriving Startup Ecosystem

Puttimon graduated in 
Pharmaceutical Science and 
Engineering. Her experience in 
pharmaceutical industry has driven 
her to do more for better health. 
And founding Nabsolute, a start-up 
that brings lab research to benefit 
the industry and society is a good 
way to start.

Nabsolute 
developed delivery 
systems using 
nano-modified 
biopolymer.

process, subject to local and global regulations, causing delays in the final approval for Nabsolute’s technology. Nabsolute 
and the Thai Food and Drug Administration also worked closely to pave the way for frontier research in biotech. Both 
had to rely on the US FDA for approval of Nabsolute’s biopolymer as it is new to Thailand. CEO Puttimon values this 
learning process and hopes that as more biotech companies pioneer their technologies in Thailand, the government 
and new startups can build upon each other’s knowledge and work towards a better and safer ecosystem for the biotech 
industry in the future.

a Nest, we believe that deep issues can only be solved when 
different parties collaborate with their individual expertises, 
cumulating into a larger force. As such, Leave a Nest will be 
hosting a Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Thailand on 
19th November 2022. See you there!

Writer: Ryan Chui
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Information Technology with a Heart 
for Southeast Asia Writer: Ronezza Delos Santos

Mr. Keiichi Mori
President and Representative Director
Focus Systems Corporation

Japan has always been a frontliner in the global information technology (IT) industry, and Southeast Asian 
nations like the Philippines are seeking to follow Japan’s footsteps in applying IT to solve different issues 
within the country. Mr. Keiichi Mori, President of the IT company Focus Systems Corporation, is joined by 
Dr. Shuichiro Takahashi, Chief Operating Officer of Leave a Nest Co. Ltd. Japan and Dr. Yevgeny Aster Dulla, 
Managing Director of Leave a Nest Philippines, Inc. to discuss how Japan can support in making the possibilities 
of IT in the Philippines a reality.

Focus Systems Corporation is keen in carrying out their 
corporate slogan “Put Our Heart into Technologies” 
( Japanese: テクノロジーに、ハートを込めて。), and Mr. Mori 
shares with us his realizations regarding it.

With their heart to bring happiness, Focus Systems partnered with researchers, startups, and other companies 
like Leave a Nest Co., Ltd. to work on projects in fields outside of IT such as business development, education, 
and agriculture. 

Mr. Mori:

I think IT is very human — it involves the “heart”. I 
realized this when I was able to buy a computer and 
started getting into software, but my computer got 
infected by a virus. It just shows that there are people 
who use IT for crimes, and their “heart” shows in it. 
And so, when we provide an IT service, we do not just 
focus on submitting the final product; we also try to 
reach our clients and bring them happiness by putting 
our heart into it. 

“Heart”: The Humanity of IT

Interdisciplinary IT: Triggering and Thinking Together

”
Dr. Takahashi: 

We are grateful to partner with Focus 
Systems in several projects focusing 
on different fields. What are your 
thoughts about getting involved in 
interdisciplinary projects as an IT 
company?

Mr. Mori: 

Personally, I do not have much knowledge about IT since my background 
is in accounting. However, I found that IT has the capability to make the 
world a better place depending on how it is used. In the pursuit of this 
capability and the possibilities it brings, we delved into other fields and 
explored the issues they are experiencing. Through this, we established 
different kinds of partnerships which enabled us to do more unique 
things.



While aiming to build the future, Focus Systems is also 
currently involved in TSUNAGU Research Project 
2022, where they support the research activities of high 
school students from Japan and Southeast Asia to tackle 
issues involving the environment.
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Mr. Keiichi Mori (left),
Dr. Shuichiro Takahashi (center) 
and Dr. Yevgeny Aster Dulla (right)
exchanging ideas on the interdisciplinary
collaboration with IT to solve issues in the Philippines

As Focus Systems continues to trigger and think together with interdisciplinary teams in Japan, they 
are also interested in extending their initiatives to the Philippines, as they see the country’s potential in 
collaboration between IT and other fields. 

Building the Future with the Philippines

”

Dr. Takahashi: 

One of the projects we worked together on is the TECH 
PLANTER in Ibaraki where teams presented their deep 
technologies to solve local issues. What do you think of 
working with such teams?

Dr. Dulla: 

In the Philippines, a big number of people are going into IT 
which holds the power to provide solutions. Yet there are still 
a lot of issues unsolved in the country. I think this is because 
of the lack of fusion with deep technology fields, and also the 
absence of resources and a good mindset to contribute to the 
country for these local talents. In the same way, because of the 
lack of these things and the frustrations it brings, I feel that 
there is much potential that these people have.

Mr. Mori:

Frustrations are an important driving force, and those who 
seriously think about it show a lot of potential. As I have never 
been in the Philippines, I still cannot fully understand the 
culture and frustrations that Filipinos have. Nevertheless, I 
believe that there are a myriad of issues IT can help solve in 
the Philippines, so if there are Filipinos who would like to 
team up with Japan in taking the front line in solving such 
issues, I’m excited to work with them when we go there. Let’s 
share our ideas and ideals, and think together while not just 
looking at the current trends, but aiming to build the future 
30-50 years later.

Focus Systems Corporation
Foundation Date: April 1, 1977. 

Business Operations:

• System Integration (Public, Communications 
Network, Embedded Systems, Business 
Applications, IoT)

• Information security (cryptographic technology, 
aquagraphy, cyber security)

• IT services (consulting, development, operations 
and maintenance)

Head Office: 
Focus Gotanda Building
2-7-8 Higashi Gotanda Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo, Japan 141-0022

Mr. Mori:

Listening to the teams in Ibaraki TECH PLANTER has 
given me a lot of inspiration even though I do not know 
much about science. Just like such teams, I want our 
involvement as an IT company to be more than just 
increasing the sales — I want it to be a trigger for change. 
I know starting from scratch as a startup is challenging, 
but I think it would be fun and exciting to partner with 
such startups and think about things together. 
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First Gen’s Vision: Furthering Youth 
and Research Development
through TSUNAGU

On June 9, 2022, the TSUNAGU Research Project 2022 kicked off and welcomed young researchers from 
thirteen different schools in Southeast Asia and Japan. With the Philippines as the host country, this year’s 
round seeks for research that identifies issues and formulate solutions on energy, waste, and water. First 
Gen Corporation, one of the leading providers of clean and renewable power in the Philippines and with 
climate change advocacy as part of its chosen purpose of decarbonization and shared prosperity with its 
stakeholders and the world, joined TSUNAGU this year as its Visionary Partner. 

In 2021, First Gen hosted Ideathon 2021: Innovate for the 
Climate, a three-month-long competition where students 
and employees created solutions for current environmental 
issues. Comparatively, First Gen is supporting TSUNAGU 
because of the project’s focus on research and collaborative 
learning from countries like Japan, Malaysia, and Singapore 
as well as TSUNAGU’s adherence to the company’s 
core values. Envisioning a “regenerative future” for the 
Philippines, First Gen opened its doors to external projects 
like TSUNAGU as continued recognition of the importance 
of the youth in furthering environmental research and 
education as a key to finding solutions.

First Gen stresses the importance of education in the 
youth of the Philippines. However, core problems in 
education are the quality and accessibility of schooling and 
for the youth, and First Gen is developing programs and 
continuing support for education through initiatives such 
as TSUNAGU. Ms. Janice Ortañez-Dugan, Senior Manager 
for Corporate Social Responsibility of First Gen, remains 
hopeful for the future of education and of the youth in the 
Philippines and encourages other big companies to invest 
in projects that seek to improve the quality of life of people 
around the world. 

Teaming Up with Next Generation
in Environmental Research

Envisioning Corporate 
Responsibility for a Better Future

“Big businesses have the resources to reshape and redesign 
our ways in order for all of us to have a regenerative future 
where social and environmental issues can be addressed,” 

Interviewee:
Janice Ortañez-Dugan 
Senior Manager
Corporate Social Responsibility 
First Gen Corporation

Participants from Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, and the Philippines gather for 
a photo during their first workshop for TSUNAGU Research Project 2022

Ms. Ortañez-Dugan said.

To learn more about First Gen’s journey 
on forging collaborative pathways for a 
decarbonized and regenerative future, 
visit https://firstgen.com.ph 

Writer: Excelsis Judah Ebarle
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  Advancing Quality of Life:  
Bridging Human Innovation

Vietnam: a country with a rich cultural heritage, very nationalistic culture, and considered also to be one of the 
countries in Southeast Asia which the whole world expects a lot from. However, with the blessing of economic 
development also comes the emergence of different issues that have started to plague developed countries as 
well, one of which is the challenge of maintaining and developing the quality of life (QOL) of its citizens.
 
For the first ever Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Vietnam to be held this February 2023, we will explore 
the different aspects which can be related to QOL, as well as technologies or initiatives involved that might 
need to be bridged to make sure that the Vietnamese people still maintain their well-being while the country 
is experiencing a sharp increase in development.

11
February

2023 9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:30

11:30 - 12:30

12:30 - 13:30

13:30 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:30

15:30 - 16:30

16:30 - 17:30

Opening Ceremony

Keynote Session: Aspects Surrounding Quality of Life (tentative)

Research Splash

Poster Session

Lunch Break

Medical Measurements for Man: Clinical Diagnostics for Well-Being (tentative)

Bridging Smart Industries for Society (tentative)

Inspiring the Next Generation to Secure QoL of the Future (tentative)

Awarding and Closing Remarks, Mini-networking session

TIME CONTENTS

HIC Vietnam Theme 2023:
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Vietnam is one of the fastest growing countries in 
the world, even proving itself formidable by being 
one of the few countries that showed growth even 
during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. However, 
alongside this are problems that have started to 
emerge, which include an ageing population and 
a decline in global trade (World Bank, 2022). 
Apart from addressing these issues, the country 
also needs to make sure that the well-being of 
its people are being watched. This would entail 
looking at different aspects that affect the Quality 
of Life (QOL), while looking at both the present 
and future to ensure sustainability throughout 
generations. 

In order to make sure that the well-being of 
people is maintained, there is a need to assess 
this through objective means, i.e. clinical ways. 
This may be through questionnaires, physical 
examinations, and most importantly, through 
testing of biochemical markers that are related to 
an aspect of QoL such as stress. Through this data, 
the country will be able to make better decisions 
of implementing policies to minimize negative 
effects on QoL at the micro level.

Once policies or initiatives and technologies can be made 
for individual well-being, we also need to look at the 
bigger picture, and make sure that the places that the 
citizens live in provide an environment that keeps the 
QOL. Smart technologies can be implemented for this 
including those that make sure that peoples’ lives are not 
endangered, or technologies that ensure food security 
with the help of IoT or AI.

So that current technologies and initiatives are sustainable, 
there is a need for future generations to understand the 
meaning behind what is happening in the present through 
education. This may include cutting edge technology, and 
it may be at a basic level for the students to appreciate and 
inspire them to become future innovators, or also at a level 
that allows them to understand why these technologies 
are being used in society.

All in all, Quality of Life is an aspect of life that involves 
a lot of faces, maybe it be sectoral, or even time-wise, 
that we need to deeply think about. Join us during the 
Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Vietnam 2023 to 
be able to understand the present and imagine the future 
of Vietnam, as it soars high to become a country that the 
world should watch out for!

Assessment of the Present by 
Clinical Means

Technology to Empower, and 
Not Replace, People

A Stepping Stone into Visualizing 
the Future of Well-being

Writer: Dr. Yevgeny Aster Dulla

Unraveling Different Ways of Addressing 
Quality of Life
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The Initial Wind to a Smart City

Apartment renting is a common thing nowadays 
especially in universities and business sectors where 
researchers and experts often gather. Six years ago, 
Mr. Nhat, the founder of the startup AirCity, observed 
that most of the processes concerning these residential 
properties are fully manually done. Landlords have not 
integrated advanced technologies such as management 
softwares in their operations, as they are mostly very 
traditional people. But with the continuous evolution 
of technology, this manual operation creates a lot of 
inconveniences as it simply could not catch up with the 
rapid demand for services in this day and age. With this 
in mind, Nhat started his journey to give the residents 
a higher quality of efficiency and safety in their homes.

The initial implementation of Nhat’s startup did 
not go smoothly. It was difficult to convince the 
landlords to change their tradition, especially 
since Nhat did not have much evidence that these 
technologies could be trusted at the time. For 
his first 10 customers, a lot of communication 
and education was done in order to explain what 
technology could provide them. It took around 6 
years of continuous hard work to gather all these 
connections and gain the trust of the people 
in order to implement his technology to these 
residences. Now, he is well-known enough to 
be referred by his customers to other landlords, 
turning the dream of AirCity into a reality little 
by little.

Aside from changing the perspectives of the masses, one thing Nhat 
wants to change is how their government sees technology. With 
support from the government, it would significantly hasten the 
implementation of these new technologies to society. He believes that 
a little change such as support for digitalization could have made his 
starting point a lot smoother, and an easier starting point would be 
more motivational for budding scientists who can bring their ideas 
to society to solve world issues. Nhat expects a lot more challenges 
coming their way as they try to progress their technology, but he 
is keeping a positive attitude towards the innovation of Vietnam in 
order to leave a better world to the future generations.

AirCity is a residential property 
management platform startup that 
was founded by Mr. Nhat. It is a 
platform that aims to connect all 
home services and resources in 
order to provide 4 key features to 
the residents (1) provide a safe place 
to live in, (2) maintain constant 
security in the property, (3) provide 
environment friendly solutions 
and resources, and (4) provide a 
convenient and efficient way to 
access basic household services.

Mr. Nhat Le is a graduate of B.S Computer 
Science & Engineering at the Ho Chi Minh 
City University of Technology and the 
founder of the startup AirCity. Ever since 
college, he always loved to think of new 
ideas to bring to the lives of the people 
in Vietnam and so after graduating in 
2012, he immediately started his startup 
journey in order to bring these new 
ideas to society and help the people live 
better lives. He has founded 3 startups in 
the span of 10 years, and AirCity is his 
latest startup which was just founded last 
December 2021.

The Arduous Path to the Heart of Society

The Unity to Fan the Breeze of Innovation

A team member of AirCity doing 
maintenance for the hot water system of one 
of their customer residences

Writer: Ronrick Arayata
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Channeling Stress of Vietnamese 
Healthcare as Fuel for Innovation

Writer: Bryan Angelo Foronda

With Vietnam’s trajectory of crossing the 100-million population mark, their social services are expected to absorb this milestone 
of the Vietnamese citizenry. Simultaneously, the global health sector has been on the strained end under the pandemic and 
Vietnam, one of ASEAN’s fastest growing economies, is still plagued with healthcare issues. However, Vietnamese researchers 
like Lê Phúc Hoàng Anh from the Brain Health Laboratory of School of Biomedical Engineering, International University, 
Vietnam National University-HCMC (IU VNU-HCMC), are not backing down to this challenge.

As a neuroscience researcher, Ms. Hoàng Anh shared that 15% of the Vietnamese population lives under a high amount of stress 
and only half of them receive proper diagnosis & intervention based on Vietnam’s Ministry of Health. Like most ASEAN nations, 
the problematics of the Vietnamese healthcare sector is apparent through indicators like shortage of medical staff, outdated 
healthcare equipment, and the resulting overcrowded Vietnamese hospitals. This situation brought overwhelming stress, not 
only on the facilities but also on the healthcare workers (HCWs) and public, decreasing their overall Quality of Life (QOL). This is 
the reason why the School of Biomedical Engineering of IU VNU-HCMC put great efforts in QOL improvement-targeted projects.

For their research laboratory to improve QOL, Hoàng Anh believes that they 
need to continuously increase the kit’s sensitivity using nanoparticles which is 
currently being investigated by undergraduate students under Dr. Khôn Huỳnh’s 
guidance. Their team also aims to produce portable test kit readers and stress 
alleviation guides, and increase mental health awareness on various platforms. 
Her advisor and Head of Brain Health Lab, Dr. Dr. Hương Hà, believes research-
based technologies can escalate efficiency in psychological consultations to 
prevent QOL degradation in Vietnam. 
Hoàng Anh recognized that “nowadays, all these studies have great significance to our 
technology by either being the foundation for later advancements or providing tools for 
implementation of previous knowledge in the modern world.” Ultimately, combatting 
QOL-related issues by pursuing new research-based technologies is an excellent 
direction for aspiring and passionate researchers. 

Materializing well-rounded living conditions for everyone is 
tantamount to striving to achieve QOL.  To realize this, Hoàng Anh 
noted that “If stress is not treated properly, patients can progress with more 
severe disorders, such as depression, anxiety, arrhythmia ... tackling this problem 
soon is the easiest solution”. Monitoring stress levels targets direct causes 
of deteriorating QOL (e.g. elevated blood pressure & cholesterol 
levels and disturbed mental health) and indirect stress-related impact 
(like increased smoking, alcohol and drug use for temporary stress 
reliever). All these manifestations compromise a person’s physical 
and mental well-being which is a big portion for evaluating QOL. 
 
Under their research laboratory, they are developing a non-invasive rapid 
saliva test kit to quantify stress hormones, which can be easily taken by 
any individual, particularly those who are expected to work under least 
amount of stress like HCWs and service workers for better and safe 
work performance. Additionally, they investigate brain responses to 
stress and dementia to discover solutions for related healthcare issues.

Underlying Issues on Vietnamese Healthcare

Research-based Solutions for Achieving Quality of Life (QOL)

Innovation Pipeline to Combat Excessive 
Strain and Mental Health Deterioration

(Above) The prototype 
non-invasive cortisol 
quantification test 
strip developed by 
Hoang Anh and her 
team with (below) the 
self-manufactured 
low-cost semi-
automated fabrication 
dispenser that 
assembles the strip. 
They envision 
this strip to aid in 
improving mental 
health well-being 
through detecting 
individual’s stress 
levels.  

Brain Health Laboratory uses different methods including 
EEG-based brain computer interface (BCI) using Biosemi 
to accurately evaluate the brain signals for various 
research projects.
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Upgraded Learning: Innovating 
STEM Education with GaraSTEM

STEM transforms our way of life through innovation, where IT and computer science play an important part. There 
is an increasing urgency for people to learn coding and robotics to ensure that they can adapt, manage, and improve 
technology. Considering this, it is vital to ensure that STEM education is inclusive, accessible, and inventive, so students 
are interested and appreciative of learning STEM and utilize their knowledge to provide solutions to challenges their 
communities face. Mr. Thien Truong Vo Huu saw the need to make coding and robotics education accessible for more 
students and created GaraSTEM as its founder and CEO.

GaraSTEM started with a vision to establish a STEM Ecosystem for Research and Development (R&D) in Vietnam, 
primarily focusing on manufacturing robotics kits. The products are aligned with the country’s mandatory STEM 
curriculum which recently incorporated Information Technology subjects. However, Truong also noted that many 
available materials were imported and expensive. With this, he seized the opportunity to provide accessible platforms 
and materials to learn coding and robotics to provide more resources to young Vietnamese who are struggling with 
learning the subject matter.

Studying STEM initially seems intimidating, but learning 
with GaraSTEM makes the process more enjoyable and 
manageable. Young children can create their own projects 
aided by Tangible Programming and Scratch. This approach 
enables them to learn to code as they build their projects, 
thus their creativity is also enhanced productively. Older 
students utilize Python and C++ programming to create 
more advanced projects. They learn further by interacting 
with the GaraSTEM Community, where they can upload 
their projects, ask questions, and join competitions. 

As human life integrates with technology, we should have the knowledge and skills to maintain and improve it. Soon, 
machines and AI will be employed on a greater scale to improve efficiency and safety, hence having skills in coding and 
robotics will be valuable. Extensive IT applications will make everyday transactions more convenient and solve more 
complex problems effectively. As such, GaraSTEM will continue to do its best in fulfilling its goals of helping students 
and teachers gain a steady grasp of IT skills which will help them in ushering the modern digital era. 

Writing the Code: The Start of GaraSTEM

Exploring Technology from 
Students’ Perspective

Assembling Essential Skills for the Future

Students working with their GaraSTEM kits

Completed creations of students from their GaraSTEM kits

G-Robot Maker & G-Robot Creator
The G-Robot Maker and G-Robot Creator contain 
blocks that can be easily assembled and operated via a 
mobile Bluetooth connection. The G-Robot Maker is 
designed for younger students and includes a simpler 
robot model for first robotics exposure. The G-Robot 
Creator kit can be assembled into 10-20 different 
robots. The kits are accompanied by a manual to 
guide students in creating and programming their 
robots. GaraSTEM also offers an Add-On Essentials 
Pack with a CD screen, LED light, and seven sensor 
circuits that will enable other functions.

Writer: Patricia Anne Remonte
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Unlocking Frontier Agricultural Technology 
towards Foods Security and Sustainability

Malaysia has been a prominent country in ASEAN in terms of Agricultural Research and Development. There is a lot of 
valuable and impactful research developed in universities and research institutes. Nonetheless, the research translation 
process to be applied at agricultural settings is the overriding issue which include Mechanisation and Automation in 
Modern Farming, Breakthrough of Agri-biotechnology in Malaysia and Cultivating Sustainable Energy from Agri-Waste. 
Through the Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Malaysia 2022 (HIC MY 2022), the research findings at universities 
and research institutes will be exposed for corporate attention and prospective collaboration across different institutes and 
disciplines. This will unlock the Frontier Agricultural Technology to be capitalised at agricultural setting towards Foods 
Security and Sustainability.

10:00 - 10:15

10:15 - 11:15

11:15 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:00

13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:00

16:00 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:30

Opening Ceremony

Keynote Session: Food Security: Feeding the Future Malaysia

Research Splash

Poster Session

Lunch Break

Mechanisation and Automation in Modern Farming

Breakthrough of Agri-biotechnology in Malaysia

Cultivating Sustainable Energy from Agri-Waste

Award & Closing Ceremony

TIME CONTENT

HIC Malaysia Theme 2023:

18
February

2023
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Food security exists when the people have physical, social, 
and economic access to enough, safe, and nutritious food 
for a healthy life at all times. Malaysia is still not a food 
secure nation despite having over 1.5 million hectares of 
agricultural land. Throughout the years, the Malaysian 
government has continuously ramps up R&D towards 
food security through its various research institutes and 
agencies. 

According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industries’s Agrofood Statistics 2019, the production of chicken, 
eggs, and fish met 95% self-sufficiency level (SSL), while vegetable and beef production met only 44% and 25% of the 
national needs, respectively. Although rice is the staple food, Malaysia produces only 63% SSL. The nation imports at 
least 60% of food products to support local needs, thus interruptions in the import supply chain may cause significant 
price hikes. The prolonged issue is that Malaysia’s agricultural capacity needs advanced development to challenge 
the effects of climate change, the rising cost of fertilisers and pesticides, hard labour shortages, and the lack of 
young agropreneurs. Besides that, smallholder farmers and urban farms are still underutilised, and the slow rate of 
technology flow also limits their efficiency in producing higher yields and quality food. 

Currently, the government emphasises on utilising frontier and digital technology 
to drive agri-technology innovation. The Malaysian Agricultural Research and 
Development Institute, the main agriculture R&D institute, develops high yielding, 
disease resistant and climate resistant crop varieties, higher quality breeds of 
livestock using nanotechnology tools, as well as developing biopesticides and 
biofertilizers in precision farming. Other institutes, such as SIRIM Bhd., which 
focuses on industrial R&D, and The Agro-Biotechnology Institute Malaysia, which 
provides unique facilities such as bioreactors, breeding and cultivation platforms, 
among others. All these institutions cooperate with each other and the universities, 
as well as industry players to drive their innovation further and come up with 
different solutions and technology. It has become important to develop simple 
technologies to be used by farmers of older and younger generations, as well as 
SMEs. In addition, high tech machinery and more sophisticated technology are 
also available for larger corporations to implement in their business. 

Public research institutions lack the manufacturing capacity, and most of the time 
rely on companies and SMEs to take their technology for social implementation. 
It is high time for hardware manufacturing experts to come together and support 
our innovative researchers in terms of prototyping and manufacturing capabilities, 
to realise the technologies developed at research institutions into the agriculture 
sector, thus driving our nation towards food security and sustainability. 

References: 
National Food Security Policy Action Plan 2021-2025, Ministry of Agriculture and Food 
Industries, Malaysia
Agrofood Statistics 2019, Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industries, Malaysia

Bolstering Malaysia’s Food Security 
Through R&D Advancement

Writer: Dr. Suzianti Iskandar Vijaya

Malaysia’s Food Production and Supply Conundrums

Prioritising Innovative Agri-Technology for All
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The Epicentre of Commercialisation
in Malaysian Bio-based Industry
Writer: Dr. Mohd Izwan Bin Zainol

Although Malaysia is one of the most biodiverse countries, its bioresource is still underutilised. 
There remains a huge gap to fill before it achieves self-sufficient status. In response to that, the 
Malaysian Bioeconomy Development Corporation (Bioeconomy Corporation) was established 
to support the development of bio-driven economy via three focus areas, namely agriculture, 
healthcare, and bio-industry through the realisation of the National Biotechnology Policy. We 
interviewed Mrs. Nora Mohamed, the senior vice president of the Industry Support Division 
of Bioeconomy Corporation, to explore their roles in minimizing challenges and hurdles faced 
by companies in the bio-related industry.

According to Mrs. Nora, the two primary challenges for startups and bio-related 
companies in Malaysia are market access and funding. Hence, BioNexus Status was 
introduced, granting them fiscal incentives, monetary support, and developmental 
help. However, most local startups are unable to meet the qualifications for this 
prestigious status due to its high standard requirements. Recently, the Bio-Based 
Accelerator (BBA) program was launched to prepare new businesses and enterprises 
for BioNexus Status. Both programs hope to provide solutions for startups and bio-
related businesses in sustaining their operations financially as well as navigating 
their market accessibility through various exposure and platforms.

To stay resilient, Bioeconomy Corporation proactively promotes the adoption of new technology through business
collaborations, technology sharing programs, professional training and talent development. This is in response to 
struggles faced by startups with technology adoption process. It is partly because of the low technology acceptance 
rate due to the young yet unpredictable local market. Mrs. Nora explained that Bioeconomy Corporation is also 
dedicated to instilling an entrepreneurship mindset which is currently lacking among young Malaysians. “We bear 
the responsibility to show them that they are not alone, and we are always here to support them,” she responded. 
Bioeconomy Corporation is committed to supporting technology adoption among local companies to enable them to 
stay competitive and relevant.

Bioeconomy Corporation is expected to stimulate the commercialisation and innovation of the agro-food sector via 
improving the local product value chain, talent development, and advancing sustainable agricultural practices, as 
well as supporting the growth of local startups. Therefore, Bioeconomy Corporation is taking seriously the issue of 
scaling up food production by tackling labour shortage and insufficient funding problems via automation and cross-
discipline collaborative efforts. More agripreneurs especially in the food industry are encouraged to come forward to 
lead the industry toward a self-sustained economy. Furthermore, Bioeconomy Corporation is actively promoting new 
investment opportunities in agro-food to cater to the demand, added Mrs. Nora.

The rebranding manoeuvre of Bioeconomy Corporation in 2016 reflected its function from the execution arm of the 
National Biotechnology Policy (NBP) into a bigger role, in which the end goal is to contribute to the development of 
the Malaysian economy at large. Mrs. Nora ended her sharing with the urge to inspire startups and young Malaysian 
entrepreneurs to change their mindset that “anything is possible”. She encourages them to take the risks and find their 
supportive partner to advance their mission, it could be Bioeconomy Corporation.

Empowerment of Local Force in Biotechnology

Ride the Tide of Emerging Technologies

Accentuate the Importance of Commercialization in Agriculture 
Sustainability and Food Security

Mrs. Nora Mohamed
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Implementing Mechanisation and 
Automation System in Pineapple Farms

Writer: Dr. Suzianti Iskandar Vijaya

Sustainability in agricultural production is a key focus for Malaysia’s strive 
to be a food producer through implementing mechanisation, automation, and 
precision farming technologies. The farming industry’s heavy reliance on foreign 
labour, and inefficient farm management issues can be solved by utilising these 
technologies. We interviewed Mr. Mohd Khairul Ya’kub, the Managing Director 
of KJ Smart Agro Plt. to share about the need of mechanisation and automation 
in farming, and his efforts to create meaningful innovations for his pineapple 
farms, Royale Sweet Farms, in Malaysia’s northern state of Kedah.

Typically, mechanisation and automation are not considered in the 
initial design stage of a pineapple farm. “The majority of current farm 
layouts and infrastructure facilities are not built to make optimum 
use of agricultural engineering technologies, especially ones involving 
IoT technologies and robotics,” said Mr. Khairul. Lack of financial 
support is also the main hurdle for small entrepreneurs as they need 
huge investments to implement robotics and AI-based innovations. 
Even if the technologies are implemented, agricultural workers will 
also need to acquire required skills and adapt to working alongside 
machines. Reskilling and upskilling of workers will be critical. Mr. 
Khairul added that it is also hard for him to sustain local workers due 
to the lack of interest in agriculture work, which led him to rely on 
foreign workers from Thailand.

Mr. Khairul acknowledged the high costs to buy sophisticated IoT technology, so he made an effort 
to develop his own simple technologies for his farms. With his strong background in engineering, he 
developed an automated irrigation system involving a simple timed sprinkler system that is simple to 
understand by his workers. Pineapples use CAM photosynthesis system, therefore it is difficult for farm 
workers to continuously work at night. In order to solve the issue, Mr. Khairul is working on a precision 
fertiliser system to control and monitor nutrient content remotely at night. “We are collaborating with 
Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) researchers to come up with sensors for the system,” he said. A 
supporter of sustainable agriculture practices, he is also developing his own organic fertilisers from 
agricultural wastes. 

Mr. Khairul’s mission is to produce high quality, safe, and healthier food with minimum costs. He is 
keen to work with researchers from different fields of study, accepting the challenge to shift to more 
sustainable agriculture practices, and producing safer products for the agri-food, as well as the cosmetics 
industries in Malaysia. 

How Hard It Is to Implement Engineering
Technologies in Farms?

Creating Innovative Technology to Grow the Queen of Fruits

Mr. Mohd Khairul Ya’kub (1st from right) showcasing 
his high quality pineapples
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In Malaysia, agricultural waste is one of the big issues that a lot of 
researchers and startups are working on to find the solutions. This 
includes two startups, ZoepNano Sdn. Bhd. and FiberStrong Sdn. Bhd. In 
this article, we interviewed  Professor Ts. Dr. Hidayah Ariffin, Director 
of ZoepNano Sdn. Bhd.  and  Dr. Mohammad Jawaid, Director, Research 
and Development of FiberStrong on how they are transforming the 
agricultural waste in Malaysia into new wealth creation.

Other than extracting valuable materials such as cellulose or processing to become bio-materials, agricultural waste also 
can be used to produce poultry feed.  However the rate of converting agricultural waste into poultry feed is still low as 
there are little to none mass scale industries to take up the large amount of agricultural waste consistently. In fact, due to 
the large amount of fruits being processed daily at the mill, there is still an abundance of oil palm biomass available from 
the industry. This unutilized biomass will take time to decompose naturally and hence more research and innovations 
are needed to utilize the biomass more efficiently. 

The Fate of Agricultural
Waste in Malaysia Writer: Dr. Ezral Ghazali

Many people already know that Malaysia is the world’s 
2nd largest producer of palm oil. But not many people 
know that oil palm generates 20+ million tonnes of by-
products every year from the industry. This is the issue 
that ZoepNano is trying to solve. 

From oil palm biomass, they are extracing valuable 
materials called Nanocellulose.  Currently, Nanocellulose 
is one of the most promising materials, achievable on an 
industrial scale and applicable in various sectors.

It has special properties such as light weight,  high 
crystallinity, high specific surface area, biodegradable 
and renewable, which make it a versatile nano additive 
for various industries. For instance, it can be used as 
superior nanofiller to improve the mechanical strength 
of a material, rheological modifier (i.e. as thickener or 
stabilizer) in cosmetic formulation, paints and coatings 

Besides palm oil, Malaysia also produced other kinds of 
post harvesting  agricultural wastes such as leaves from 
pineapple and rice straw from paddy. These are untilised 
wastes that have a lot of potential to be recycled. Besides 
that, there is a huge need for single plastic replacement 
which opened the door to exploring biomaterials as the 
main alternative. 

FiberStrong seized the opportunity  by transforming 
the abundance of agricultural wastes into useful bio-
packaging. Their bio-packaging is not only made to replace 
the plastic packaging but also come with advantages 
such as it can increase the shelf life of fresh products 
by an additional 1 to 3 days (from an average 5-7 to 8-10 
days). Their  trays also complies to several international 
standards such as biodegradabilities and compostabilities, 
including receiving the FDA approval.

Agricultural waste as raw 
materials for biodegradable 
and compostable packaging 
can be used almost ‘as is’ 
basis. No further process 
required other than washing 
it to remove contaminants 
from the waste and go 
through simple processing. 
This makes agricultural 
waste cheaper compared to 
other non-plant based raw 
materials. 

Extracting Valuable Materials 
From Oil Palm Waste

Bio-Packaging From Various 
Agricultural Wastes

Nanocellulose from Oil Palm Biomass Bio-packaging from various 
agricultural wastes.

and pickering emulsifier 
for dairy products.

The uniqueness of 
extracting Nanocellulose 
from oil palm biomass lies 
not only to its availability 
in large amounts, but also 
in the fact that it is cheaper 
than those nanocellulose 
from wood resources which 
could contribute in solving 
deforestation issues.
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The theme for 2023 HIC in Singapore focuses on how to go to the next stage to take the step for us to continue to grow 
as a country. For compact countries like Singapore the pressure is strong to complement or bring in what is not available 
within the country from outside. Community and venture building is something that is growing within the country yet 
cross border collaboration is still a difficult challenge that all of us need to overcome in the near future.

Through this section, and the Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Singapore 2023, we will explore challenges of how to 
bring hub to hub connection to be sustainable for all parties involved, combining various technologies to achieve that and 
how corporates are already tacking how to create such projects from Singapore with researchers, frontliners and relevant 
stakeholders in these fields.

10:00 - 10:15

10:15 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:00

13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:00

16:00 - 17:00

17:00 - 18:00

Opening Ceremony

Research Splash

Poster Session

Lunch Break

Keynote Session: Hub to Hub Connection Brings X to Singapore

Session 2: Can we Create Real Alternative Reality?

Session 3: Next IT ~infrastructure Transformers~ What are we transforming to?

Session 4: Ongoing “Experiment” of Mixing Chemicals & Deep Issues

Awarding and Closing Remarks

TIME CONTENT

  Hub to Hub Connection:
Singapore Taking its First Leap Towards 

True Community

HIC Singapore Theme 2023:

25
February

2023
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  Creating Hub to Hub Connection,
  Examples from Singapore Health Tech 

Singapore ranks 6th in the world and is well recognized by the 
World Health Organisation (WHO) as having a well established 
healthcare system. 
This includes, strong regulatory governance, contributions from 
medical saving accounts and also a cost-sharing system between 
the private and public sectors. 

The healthcare market of Singapore is projected to grow to $49.4 
billion by 2029. This may be achieved faster if we are to consider 
bringing in available technology cross border while also putting 
emphasis on R&D and startup technology development within 
Singapore. Singapore is facing ageing population, ASEAN regions 
may not be approaching this phase as rapidly as Singapore but 
Japan has been facing these issues for a while.  There is not a need 
to re-invent the wheel but probably need to think of how to adapt 
and adjust the technology for local needs by collaborating via Hub 
to Hub connection. 

Not only that but as the industry grows in Singapore, there will be opportunities for health tech startups to tap into 
the governmental support. In addition, Singapore has a strong base for research and development that will be able to 
complement medtech startups to grow and expand from Singapore. 

Foreign investors can also use Singapore as a base to expand into the ever growing healthcare market as well as other 
deep tech fields in ASEAN. This is due to the good geographical location that Singapore has, it is in close proximity 
to other ASEAN members and it consists of a clear and transparent business environment. Not to forget, Singapore’s 
startup ecosystem is highly diverse and has international ambitions. It will be able to enable growth of businesses with 
the strong marketing talent, financing networks and the strong network of support. 

To learn more on how to connect from Hub to Hub within ASEAN and Asia, do not forget to register for Hyper 
Interdisciplinary Conference Singapore happening on the 25th February 2023. 

Singapore is not an ideal single market as the 
country is small, however if you see it as a base 
camp for your business to expand in ASEAN region 
you can easily see the benefit. The opportunities 
and demands that are available in the healthcare 
sector includes: health IT solutions that focus on 
telemedicine, cybersecurity, artificial intelligence 
and personal data protection. Singapore is constantly 
on a lookout for advanced technology to aid in the 
growth of the healthcare sector, as well as in other 
deep tech areas especially in food production. As 
there is a strong need for Singapore to connect 
with a cross border Hub to build the ecosystem it 
can be the ideal location to test out Hub to Hub 
connection model.

For an island country like Singapore, it is important to build a strong nation and at the same time network across 
borders. This has been successful and that is one of the reasons why Singapore has grown to become a strong economy in 
ASEAN region and in Asia. Now with increasing demand to solve issues which cannot be solved by one discipline or one 
company, it is more important for us to create not only a Hub within the country but to build a Hub to Hub connection 
across borders.

A Way for Singapore Deep Tech 
Ecosystems to Grow Further 

Geographical and Financial Benefit for Emerging Businesses

Expand into ASEAN Region
en route Singapore

Writer: Dr. Mango Loo
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Real-World Opportunities
Through Virtual Door Technology

Communication forms the basis of all human relationships - it is a means to share our thoughts, understand one another, 
collaborate, resolve conflicts, and build trust. Prior to the COVID pandemic, meeting face-to-face was a given. COVID 
forced us all to adapt to communicating online. Video calls, although convenient, cannot offer the full and seamless 
experience of in-person discussions. Numerous studies show the benefits of face-to-face interactions, such as stronger 
trust, better response to non-verbal cues, and better teamwork. 
 
Founded in 2018 by ex-Googlers Taj Campbell and Ryo Kawaguchi, tonari is a social venture and startup based in Japan. 
tonari develops a life-sized video system that seamlessly connects two spaces as if they are the same room, for natural 
face-to-face communication. 

tonari in Japanese means “neighbor” or “next 
to.” Unlike traditional video calls, it provides an 
immersive, life-sized experience that brings people 
face-to-face with true eye contact and virtually no 
lag with 3K, 60 fps and 120ms glass-to-glass latency. 
tonari enables better communication across teams for 
more innovative and unified workplaces. In schools, 
it enables educational experiences that cross urban, 
rural, and global divides. In communities and homes, 
it enables deeper relations among friends and loved 
ones. “tonari is all about connecting places to give 
people more flexibility for where they work, and how 
they learn and grow, while staying close to family and 
community,” noted Shizuka Nagahama, Head of Media 
and Marketing at tonari.

At a time when companies worldwide are searching for new 
ways to adapt to long-term remote and hybrid work, tonari is 
redoubling its efforts to address this huge challenge by removing 
emotional and communication gaps between separate teams.

tonari’s commercial solution is currently deployed in Japan and 
being used by large companies such as JR East and Sompo Japan, 
as well as fast-growing firms like Frontier Consulting.  For 
over 2 years, Frontier Consulting has used tonari to unify their 
Tokyo and Osaka offices and strengthen the feeling of working 
as one team during the pandemic. tonari has helped consolidate 
and operate dispersed business sites as if they were one space, 
making it possible to work face-to-face with teams at multiple 
locations without traveling.

tonari is beginning to expand its operations abroad, starting this 
fall with regional hub Singapore, which will serve as a testbed 
for further international expansion.

To learn more about tonari and how to transform long-distance 
communication as we know it, please register for the upcoming 
Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference in Singapore on 25th 
February 2023.

Ms. Shizuka Nagahama, “Zucca” is the founding member of tonari, 
and leads creative marketing, business development, community, 
and experiential design. She is a multi-lingual, globally minded 
creative director with 10 years of professional experience in 
the TV and music industry as a director, producer and business 
development executive. She has worked on a wide range of content 
including educational programs, animation, documentaries, music 
and fashion shows, and digital content involving motion capture, 
holograms and mobile applications. She’s passionate about cultural 
projects, education and city design which combine music, art and 
technology.

tonari Brings People Closer

Pioneering Solutions for Social 
Challenges in The Workplace

tonari Aims to Be the Market
Leader in Borderless Communication

Dr. Ravikrishna Ramanujam
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The effects of the COVID pandemic were far and wide, and not limited to human tragedy. The building and 
construction (B&C) industry faced several challenges related to manpower shortages in addition to the traditional 
challenges related to automation and safety. For e.g., in Japan, the shortage of more than 350,000 workers at 
construction sites by 2025 is expected. With the demand for smarter, greener and safer buildings, automation of 
the construction sector is inevitable. 

We spoke to Mr. Tatsuya Manabe, Founder and CEO of KEN ROBOTECH CORPORATION, a Japan based company 
that offers original labour-saving solutions to increase productivity and safety of construction sites  and reduce the 
burden on workers.

With the effects of climate change, especially during summer, the 
temperature at  construction sites can easily cross 40℃. Construction 
workers, especially the elderly, find it difficult to work under these 
conditions. In Japan, the problem is more pronounced due to the fact 
that only 11% of construction workers are younger than 30 years. Many 
of them are foreign trainees. “The demand for younger skilled labour 
in the whole construction will be huge and difficult to address. Having 
robots perform work in dangerous places and harsh environments, 
may help mitigate these challenges”, commented Mr Manabe.

It is necessary for the industry to seriously solve the problems of labour 
shortages and declining productivity. The use of robots at construction 
sites can be a possible solution. For e.g., “TOMOROBO”, is a rebar tying 
robot, developed by KEN ROBOTECH, can work safely and together with 
humans and specialises in automatically searching for intersections on 
rebars and tying them. The robot’s performance can save 80% of tying 
work, which accounts for 37% of entire rebar floor work. “We believe that 
the strength of KEN ROBOTECH is the real technology which was born 
from on-site research and expect the industry to reform people’s mindsets’, 
destroy customs and establish logic for the distribution of success profits”, 
commented Mr. Manabe.

KEN ROBOTECH CORPORATION aims to provide the service of KEN ROBOTECH across construction sites across 
Southeast Asia. For this they would like to utilise Singapore as a hub for expansion, knowledge creation and 
accumulation. “We think that the first step is to expand into Singapore, from where we will develop services in the 
Asia-Oceania region and expand to North America and Europe”, said Mr. Manabe.

To learn more about how technology in construction like KEN ROBOTECH can bring to ASEAN region, please join 
the Hyper Interdisplinary Conference in Singapore in Feb. 2023.

Unresolved Challenges Leading to Loss of 
Creative Power in Construction Industry

Democratising Construction Safety Across SouthEast Asia, 
Using Singapore As a Springboard 

Advanced Assistive Technologies 
are the Need of the Hour to Build 
Faster and Safer Buildings

The World’s Most People-Friendly
Workplace - The KEN ROBOTECH Way
Writer: Sivakumar Thamizvanan

Mr. Tatsuya Manabe, CEO, KEN ROBOTECH CORPORATION

Rebar Tying TOMOROBO
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The Mitsui Chemicals Singapore R&D Center (MS-R&D) was established in 2011 as Mitsui Chemicals Inc.’s (MCI), first 
overseas R&D Laboratory with the mission to serve as a regional hub for new business creation in SE Asia, while leveraging 
Mitsui Chemicals’ technology strengths and deep expertise. To understand more about innovation culture at MS-R&D 
based on MCI’s vision, we spoke to Senior Manager Dr. Anjali Shijo, MS-R&D.

MCI’s VISION 2030 aims to establish 
solutions-based business models that address 
social challenges in four key business domains 
of Life and Healthcare, Mobility solutions, 
ICT solutions and Basic and Green Materials. 
MCI’s technologies improve the everyday 
lives of consumers all over the world, based 
on a customer-centric approach. By grasping 
market needs, customer pain points and 
predicting future trends, MCI drives internal 
innovation processes to solve social issues by 
leveraging MCI’s core technological strengths. 
“We try to envision the kind of future we want 
to create, then back-cast from this to decide 
which areas to focus our research and business 
activities”, commented Dr. Anjali.

MS-R&D researchers are an international team of scientists, with diverse 
backgrounds and expertise. MS-R&D fosters innovation by encouraging 
researchers to think out-of-the-box and adopt a customer-driven 
innovation mindset. Their strategic presence in Southeast Asia not only 
enables them to rapidly identify local market trends that may be new 
or unique to the region but also creates an opportunity to create new 
value through collaboration with local customers, researchers, and start-
ups. “Our research teams are strongly encouraged to build new project 
ideas based on identifying the key social issues, customer pain points and 
market needs, as well emerging technological trends arising from the SE 
Asian region.”, said Dr. Anjali. In addition to the research initiatives of 
MS-R&D, the researchers are utilizing third party platforms such as TECH 
PLANTER and Hyper Interdisciplinary Conference (HIC) in Singapore to 
build and validate their ideas.

HIC strives to bring together expertise from diverse backgrounds into a common 
engagement, such that it can be especially useful to validate the various aspects of 
product feasibility, market desirability and importantly the viability of ideas towards 
new business creation. “Through such engagements, the researcher’s mindsets have 
opened up towards embracing new external ideas, meeting and talking with third 
parties to validate their hypotheses, and being motivated towards developing and 
testing that first prototype”, commented Dr. Anjali.
 
To learn more about what MCI is envisioning for the future, please register for the 
upcoming HIC in Singapore 2023.

Combining Current Trends 
and Future Perspectives 
is Needed for Successful 
Innovation

Sowing New Seeds of Business by Thinking 
Out of the Box is the Norm in MS-R&D

HIC As A Platform 
To Speed Up 
Innovation
And New Business 
development

Mitsui Chemicals Group, Driving
a Culture of Innovation 

Mitsui Chemicals Inc. (MCI) is a 
chemicals and materials manufacturing 
company headquartered in Japan, with 
worldwide business presence dealing 
with performance materials, functional 
polymeric materials, petrochemicals and 
basic chemicals

Dr. Anjali Shijo
Senior Manager, Research Division, Mitsui 
Chemicals Singapore R&D Centre, Pte. Ltd.

The Mitsui Chemicals Group is constantly 
pursuing innovation and growth to be a 
chemical company with a strong global 
presence. Dr. Anjali has been part of the 
research group at Mitsui Chemicals Singapore 
R&D Centre since 2009, with special focus on 
value creation in the biotechnology arena. In 
line with Mitsui Chemicals’ vision of creating 
innovative products and services that are in 
harmony with the society and environment, 
she is scouting for new business opportunities 
from the Asia Pacific region using open 
innovation platforms and partnerships with 
start-ups, companies and research institutes.

Writer: Dr. Ravikrishna Ramanujam
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